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FOREWORD

Within the Nucleal Fission Safety Program, organized by The Commission of the
European Communities, the research project, "Microstructural and Chemical
Parameters of Bentonite as Determinants of Waste Isolation Efficiency" has jointly
been started by Clay Technology AB in Sweden, VTT Chemical Technology in
Finland, Universitat Hannover in Germany and Kungliga Tekniska Hogskolan in
Sweden. Professor Roland Pusch from Clay Technology AB is the co-ordinator of the
project. The work in Finland is funded by The Commission of the European
Communities, Posiva Oy and VTT Chemical Technology. The contact person for
Posiva Oy is Jukka-Pekka Salo. The work in Finland is concentrated on the
development of a model for diffusion and porewater chemistry in compacted
bentonite.
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1 INTRODUCTION

A two-dimensional, transient molecular-level electrokinetic transport model that
incorporates ionic hydration, orientation of solvent molecules by an applied electric
field, solvent dipole-dipole interactions, dielectric saturation, and at a later stage,
specific adsorption to the solid substrate (all of which are non-standard features of the
theory), will be developed within the project.

The basic equations that govern the flow of electrolyte solution through the pore (i.e.,
momentum, convection-diffusion, and modified Poisson-Boltzmann equations) will
be solved by an iterative numerical method to relate the characteristics of the flow
(solute and solvent fluxes) to the characteristics of the pores (surface charge, and
dimensions) and to the concentrations of the bulk solutions on both sides of the clay
sample. The model is planned to be used to simulate and interpret equilibrium and
transport experiments for bentonitic clays containing different types of background
electrolyte solutions at various compactions. More specifically, emphasis is placed on
quantifying the extent of co-ion exclusion and understanding the postulated surface
diffusion mechanism on the basis of the well-established double-layer theory, which
considers electrostatic interactions by means of the mean electrostatic field.

The pore geometry of the clay specimen is modelled as an array of tortuous negatively
charged capillaries. Hydration forces arise from moving an ionic species in a dielectric
continuum (pore space), where the dielectric permittivity is treated as a local function
of the electric field strength. The modified Poisson-Boltzmann equation, including
hydration effects, accounts for the different adsorption selectivities of cations of like
charge to the clay surface, a well-known phenomenon which cannot be distinguished
by conventional treatment of the double-layer theory. Moreover, a compact Stern layer
for adsorbed counter-ions need not be introduced, since the hydration model simulates
solvent co-ordination.

Since "Progress Report 1/96" we have further elaborated the theory behind the model
and corrected a few mistakes that appeared in that report. The discretization of the
governing equations as well as the coding of the first version of the model are
practically at completion. We tried to adapt the model to the MATLAB® environment
(also referred to in the Work Package description), but soon came to realize that the
program execution would become extremely slow. Therefore, we had to seek for a
more effective alternative to MATLAB®. We chose the Microsoft® Fortran
Powerstation v. 4.0 compiler1 (hereafter referred to as MS-FP) for that purpose. MS-
FP is based on the newish Fortran 90 standard and so essentially offers the same array
manipulation capabilities as MATLAB®. In addition, it enables the production of
executable code, unlike MATLAB®, and contains a large number of reliable and
thoroughly tested IMSL™ library routines to lighten our programming burden.
However, we are currently still in the debugging phase of the code though expect to

The professional edition.



get through this in the very near future. It is for the most part due to the readaptation
of the code to the new computing environment that we are slightly behind schedule.

During the next reporting period, the code will be applied to a simple bentonite-
electrolyte system. The model will also be advanced through the implementation of
the specific adsorption of solutes to the charged pore wall.



2 THEORY

The following assumptions are made with regard to the theoretical basis of the
transport model (Yeung, 1990):

(a) the negative charge on the clay surface is homogeneously distributed,
(b) the irreversible processes take place under isothermal conditions,
(c) no hydraulic, electrical or concentration gradients exist within the external

solutions,
(d) local equilibrium of ionic species, and
(e) the laws governing dilute electrolyte solutions apply.

In the subsequent discussion we give a concise description of the governing equations
and outline their solution procedure.

2.1 MODIFIED BOLTZMANN EQUATION

The electrochemical potential for an ionic species j can be written

) (1)

where the superscript "S" refers to the Standard State value of a given quantity, R and
T have their usual meanings, Cj is the concentration, and &Wj is the free energy
required to bring a species with charge Zj from the Reference State (superscript "R")
potential to the given potential, <|>, and relative dielectric permittivity of the solvent, e
(78.46 at 25 °C and 1 atm (Marcus, 1985)), and is given by (Gur etal, 1978)

(rf) (2)

where Aj is the hydration coefficient being equal to

AHJhydr is the hydration enthalpy and the superscript "b" denotes the bulk solution.

Values for AHjhyil and A} can be found in Table I.

In Eqn. (2), e is treated as a function of electric field strength, E (E = -V<j>). For field
strengths greater than 2.0x 107 V m 1 (Booth, 1951)

£(£) = n2 + 3 ( £ b ~ " } ^(pE) (4a)



J(x) = coth(.x) - 1/JC is the Langevin function, n is the refractive index of water
(1.3325 at 25 °C (Marcus, 1985)), and

(4a')

where jn is the dipole moment of water (1.834 D (Marcus, 1985)) and k is the
Boltzmann number. For electric fields smaller than 2.0 x 107 Vm"1 (Booth, 1951)

e(E) = ̂ a r c t a n ^ ) - eb(l - ^qE2^ (4b)

where q~ 3.853 xl(T17 m 2 V 2 .

Table I. Size exclusion and hydration parameters for various ions.
Ion y°°i x* -AH0 * A A

(cm3 mol"1) (kJmol1) (kJmol"1) (kcal mol1)

Li+

Na+

K+

Rb+

Cs+

Ca2+

Mg2+

Sr2+

cr
NO3-

so4
2"

125.9
109.0
94.4
92.8
92.8

156.7
176.9
156.7
93.6
95.3

123.0

27.01

7.0
6.0
5.2
5.1
5.1
8.7
9.8
8.7
5.2
5.3
6.8

1103
531
416
334
308
283

1602
1949
1470
367
325

1018

1117.2
537.9
421.4
338.3
312.0
286.7

1622.7
1974.2
1489.0

371.7
329.2

1031.1

266.6
128.4
100.6
80.7
74.5
68.4

387.3
471.2
355.4

88.7
78.6

246.1
Partial molar hydrated volume (Marcus, 1985).

* Calculated from V h ~ / \ o , where VH2O (^18.069 cm'-mol'1 at 25 °C and 1

atm (Marcus, 1985)) is the partial molar volume of water.
1 Marcus, 1987.
£ The radius of a solvated proton equals three times the radius of a water

molecule (Marcus, 1985).

In Eqn. (2), pj represents the probability of finding x, available neighbouring vacant
sites on which to introduce an ion of species j and generate a hydrated ion (Fig. 1).
This means that upon dividing the volume of the water pool (here porewater) into
layers, and each layer into identical sites (the volume of each site being equal to the
volume of a water molecule), t, sites are allocated to species j (Table I). The
probability pj is given by

Pj=(\-fY', where/ =



where cw and c. are the concentration of water and the /th species respectively. Q is

the water constant, being equal to about 55.51 mol-L"1. Introducing size exclusion
through Eqn. (5) is analogous to treating ions as occupying a certain, ion-specific
volume in the electrolyte^ A practical aspect of this is that a cation cannot acquire an
unrealistically high concentration in close proximity to the negatively charged pore
wall, which is typical for the standard theory.

Fig. 1. The concentric shell model for the hydration of an ion. wj and w>2 constitute
the primary and secondary solvation sheaths of the ion respectively (after Marcus,
1985).

From the assumption "d" one has |i* = \L* , where "A" and "B" refer to two different

locations in the direction perpendicular to the pore wall (for a given axial position).
Eqn. (5) leads to the Boltzmann distribution of ions in the pore

(6)
RT

If, for example, "B" denotes the pore centreline (superscript "0"), Eqn. (6) is
expanded as (superscript "A" dropped)

ZjF\y A

RT RT\e eK

(7)

where \y = 0 - §°. If the double layers of two opposing plates overlap, c° refers to a

"fictitious" external solution with \|/ = 0 which is thought to be in equilibrium with

the pore solution at position x. These concentrations therefore obey 2 ,z ; c° = 0 (i.e.,

the potential y is measured relative to an electrically neutral electrolyte).

f The standard theory considers ions as point charges.



The second term on the right side of Eqn. (2), representing the free energy of
solvation, can also be viewed as an activity coefficient for ionic species. The
selectivity pattern of cations of like charge, similar to that found in cation-exchange
studies, arises from this term (Fig. 2). Moreover, a compact Stern layer for adsorbed
counter-ions need not be introduced, since the hydration model simulates solvent co-
ordination.

o Gouy-Chapman theory
O Li

a2 0.3 0.4
DISTANCE (DEBYE)

Fig. 2. Computational cation distributions in the double layer {surface potential -250
mV, bulk concentration of each cation 0.01 N) (Gur et al., 1978). The empty circles
conform to the conventional treatment of the double layer; no selectivity differences
between cations of like charge can be observed. The unit of the abscissa, "Debye ", is
widely used in conjunction with double-layer studies.

2.2 POISSON EQUATION

Another relation between the ionic concentrations and the potential is provided by the
Poisson equation

(8)

where £o is the permittivity of vacuum (8.8542 x 10~12 C-V'-m'1) and the space charge
density, p e , is given by

(9)



Together, Eqns. (6) and (8) constitute the modified Poisson-Boltzmann equation to
give the weighted equilibrium distribution of ions accross the pore cross-section.

2.3 MODIFIED NERNST-PLANCK EQUATION

For the characterization of ion transport, we need an expression for the ionic flux, Ny,

(10)

where Uj is the ionic mobility. The assumption "e" justifies the use of the Nernst-
Einstein equation, Uj = DjfRT, where Dj is the molecular diffusivity. Substituting

Eqn. (1) into (10) and taking into account the flux of water results in the Nernst-
Planck equation (Babchin and Masliyah, 1993)

1 ' ' J RT eRT ' U

where the terms one to five represent contributions from advection, molecular
diffusion, electromigration, and hydration. In Eqn. (11), v = (w,v) is the barycentric
velocity of the solvent.

2.4 CONTINUITY EQUATION

The temporal evolution of ionic species j is given by the continuity equation, which
accounts for the conservation of material in the system

(12)

The continuity equation, Eqn. (12), and the Nernst-Planck equation, Eqn. (11), can be
combined to give

(13)

eRT J\ ' UJ ' UJj

In deriving Eqn. (13) we have taken account of the incompressibility of the fluid

V v = 0 (14)

The first three terms in Eqn. (13) yield the more familiar advection-diffusion equation.



2.5 NAVIER-STOKES EQUATION

To integrate Eqn. (13), we need an expression for v, the fluid mass average velocity.
This is provided by the non-stationary Navier-Stokes equation for the incompressible
viscous flow (e.g. Verbrugge and Pintauro, 1989; Fletcher, 1991)

Dv
p — = -VP-$V(7jV-v) + 2V-(7jdefv) + p eE-±(E-E)Ve (15)

where p is the density of water (0.997045 g-cm"3 at 25 °C (Marcus, 1985)),
D/Dt (= d/dt + v • V) is the substantive derivative, r\ is the dynamic viscosity

(0.890x 10~3 Pa-s at 25 °C and 1 atm (Marcus, 1985)), and def v s { [ ^ + J ) . The

differential forms of the x\ and x-i momentum equations in cylindrical co-ordinates
((xl,x2) = (x,r)) thus read (after having made use of Eqn. (14))

a a
(16a)

Dt dr rdry dr) dx

l / n 2 , r->\de.

du

(16b)

Assuming dv/dx^O, dv/dr^O, v«u, du/dx^O (by Eqn. (14)), Eqns. (16)
simplify to

du _ dP d$ ]_d_( du\_\_
dt dx e dx rdri dr) 2 dx dr

de

dx
(17a)

_ a p _ a^
~ dr P°dr dx

(17b)

To solve for P, the pressure equation must be called for. This is obtained from
a[Eqn. (17a)]/ax + a[Eqn. (17b)]/dr.

For r], we use the form suggested by Andrade and Dodd (1951)



Ho
(18)

where rj0 is the bulk viscosity, and/is the viscoelectric coefficient, estimated to have

a value of (0.5-1.0) x 10"15 V~2m2 (Hunter and Leyendekkers, 1978).

2.6 SOLUTION PROCEDURE

One conceivable solution method for the set of equations (6, 8, 9), (13) and (15) is
obtained through discretization by finite differences (Appendix I). This leads to a set
of non-linear differential algebraic equations subject to suitably chosen boundary
conditions and some simplifying presumptions (Fair and Osterle, 1971; Sasidhar and
Ruckenstein, 1981). The time dependence appearing in Eqn. (13) will be handled in
an explicit manner, that is, the concentrations for every species at a given time are
calculated explicitly from previously determined values. This means that the solution
is a two-step procedure in which each time step is separated into a transport and
equilibration phase.
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3 SUMMARY

This study is part of a project where a computer model for ionic transport in bentonite
will be developed. The model will be based on the micro- and macro-scale material
properties of bentonite and surrounding conditions.

A two-dimensional, transient molecular-level electrokinetic transport model that
incorporates ionic hydration, orientation of solvent molecules by an applied electric
field, solvent dipole-dipole interactions, dielectric saturation, and at a later stage,
specific adsorption to the solid substrate (all of which are non-standard features of the
theory), will be developed. The model is planned to be used to simulate and interpret
equilibrium and transport experiments for bentonitic clays containing different types
of background electrolyte solutions at various compactions. More specifically,
emphasis is placed on quantifying the extent of co-ion exclusion and understanding
the postulated surface diffusion mechanism on the basis of the well-established
double-layer theory.

The study was started by collecting a comprehensive body of available data on space-
charge transport modelling and creating a conceptualization of the problem at hand.
The numerical discretization of the governing equations by finite differences was also
initiated.

Since "Progress Report 1/96" we have further elaborated the theoretical basis for the
model and corrected a few mistakes that appeared in that report. The discretization of
the governing equations as well as the coding of the first version of the model are now
practically at completion. The outline of the solution procedure for the equilibration
part of the model is described in this report.
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APPENDIX I

SOLUTION PROCEDURE

1 EQUILIBRATION

1.1 Differential equation

Whenever solving differential equations (DEs), it is a good idea to scale them first. In
fact, scaling may even turn out to be a prerequisite for finding a solution to the
problem. Here we start by defining a non-dimensional spatial co-ordinate in the radial
direction

(A.I)
exp(Ka) - 1

where K is the reciprocal of the so-called Debye screening length, obtained from

The mapping in Eqn. (A.I) produces a dynamically adjusting co-ordinate system in
the physical r-space, which exhibits enhanced resolution where most badly needed,
that is, in the proximity of the pore walls where the solution of the DE experiences
rapid fluctuations. Apart from having the property of giving a non-dimensional
quantity, r , the mappings such as that of Eqn. (A.I) are very desirable in the sense
that they may speed up the convergence of the solution procedure enormously.

The electrostatic potential, <(), is cast to a non-dimensional form through

\y being the non-dimensional potential.

To evaluate the spatial derivatives appearing in the Poisson equation, Eqn. (8), we
apply the chain rule of differentiation to obtain the following useful identities

T- = \-r h=r = K ( r + ^ (A-4a)

dr \dr) dr dr
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(A.4b)

(A.4c)

The electric field strength, E, is given by

(A.5)

i a
r dr

a2

dr2 K

.2 (r +
(7+^)d7

5 J
" a „
dr

a2

+ ga? 2

r F dr F

where

is the non-dimensional counterpart of E.

Eqn. (8) is expressed in terms of \|/ as

where

( A 6 )

(A.7)

and

8(r) = l+ . j . (A.9)

Taking account of « (£)£ = a(E)E we arrive at a slightly modified form for Eqn.
(A.7)

( A , O a )

To tackle the singularity at r = 0 (r = 0), we utilize the fact that

, . 1 o a / A 11 s

hm—— = - T (A.ll)
-̂>o r 3r dr
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so that Eqn. (A. 10a) simplifies to

F Pe (A. 10b)

~ ~ FF 1
For E>E, (=2.0x107 V-nT1) ( £>£ , , where £ ' , = £ f l ), e and a are

RT K(r +q)RT K(r
given by

_ n 2 |
= M H

coth(BE)--i-

and

a ( £ ) = *• b , , }p 2
(p£)3 L

respectively. In Eqns. (A. 12a) and (A. 13a), P = P K(F +
F

For £•<£,,

and

(A. 12a)

coth(P£)f (p£) coth(p£) + ill (A. 13a)

(A. 12b)

(A. 13b)

The assumption "d" in Chapter 2 means that the electrochemical potential, u.;, in the

radial direction be constant at a given axial position. Thus, we may write
\Lj(r) = |X;(0) (with x fixed), which leads to the radial concentration distribution

Pj(Q)
exp (A. 14)

1.2 Boundary conditions

Radial symmetry about the pore centreline, 7 = 0 (r = 0), results in

= E = 0
7=0

(A.15)
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while the radial direction boundary condition at the pore wall, 7 = 1 (r = a), reads

_ sgn(q)q

eoe
(A. 16)

and is written in a dimensionless form as

sgn(a)Fa
(A.17)

a is the surface charge density (subject to specific adsorption at a later stage).

1.3 Mass balance constraints

Pore:

The concentration in Eqn. (A. 14) must satisfy the following mass balance equation

In

(A. 18)

where cjT is the total concentration of the jth species. Eqn. (A. 18) is really nothing

more but an average concentration taken over the pore cross-section.

Bentonite-water interface:

The concentrations should meet two conditions. The first of these stems from the
equality of electrochemical potential in the bulk and at the pore mouth (a zone,
thickness (Ax), which is thought to be in equilibrium with the bulk at all times) (e.g.
Sasidhar and Ruckenstein, 1981)

Pj(r)
exp

'U(r)
(A. 19)

where A =Aj/(RT). The second condition is the mass conservation for the

combination of the equilibrium zone and the bulk
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u

MjT = 2n(Ax)Np\Cj(r) rdr+Vbc]b =

(A.20)

where MjT is the total mass of the jth species, Vb is the volume of the bulk reservoir

and Np is the number of pores, calculable from

„ n( S

n and S being the porosity and the cross-sectional area of the bentonite sample
respectively. T is the tortuosity of the pore network (see p. 19). The above conditions
(Eqn. (A. 19) and (A.20)) account for the fact that the bulk concentration should also
be iterated on. At first glance, it would be tempting to apply Eqn. (A. 19) alone and
determine the concentration at the pore mouth explicitly from the bulk concentration.
However, a severe contradiction arises if the bulk phase does not contain the species
of interest but the pore mouth does. Using Eqn. (A. 19) solely would then lead to a
situation where the mass for that species is not conserved, i.e., the concentration
becomes zero irrespective of the species' concentration in the sample. This might
occur, for example, when a montmorillonite sample saturated with sodium is brought
into contact with a bulk electrolyte containing, say, KC1.

1.4 Method of solution

Since Eqn. (8) cannot be solved analytically, we must integrate it by means of a
numerical technique. Our candidate for that technique is the finite difference method
(Smith, 1978), which gives a number of non-linear algebraic equations along with an
equal number of unknowns. The discretization comprises the division of the spatial
domain, 7 , into a sequence of abscissas, denoted Fo, F,,..., 7N which are spaced apart

by a constant step (AF), r. = F0+i(AF) (i = Q, 1,..., N). Here, ^ = 0 , ^ = 1, and

(AF) = (7N - ro)/N = 1/JV. A function F(7) has known values at the r; 's, F(/;) = Ft.

For example, Eqn. (A.4) is discretized as

d? = K ( F , + £ ) '+' <-i+O[(A7)2\ (A.22a)

/ .-' ''-*],*„'* -I-/] (A.22b)
r dr

d2F

dr2

F - F F -2F+F \ r , i1+1 ' - '+(F + £ )^ ± i V ^ 1 +Of(AF)2l (A.22c)
2(AF) ' (AF)2 I L J
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After some manipulation we arrive at the discretized governing equations:

1.4.1 DE

Yo=2, 50=2

Y,= l ,8 ,= l +

In 111
(i ?t 0)

(A.23)

(A.24)

(A.25)

For £";>

coth(p£,)-^^

and

For £, < £,,

and

1.4.2 Boundarv conditions

Eqn. (A. 15) suggests

(A.26a)

(A.27a)

(A.26b)

(A.27b)
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¥-1 = ¥1 (A.28)

From Eqn. (A. 17) we have

~ sgn(g)Fc
EN = —T^TTT—r,— (A.29)

while Eqn. (A.5) proposes

VN+] = V „_, + 2 sgn(a)(AF )EN (A.30)

\j/_, and y ^ , are fictitious potentials outside the actual spatial domain. They can be

imagined as the endpoints for a domain extended one layer, Ar . This extension has
been done to preserve the formal second-order accuracy in the discretization.

1.4.3 Mass balance constraints

Pore (Eqn. (A. 18)):

CJT = - ^ L w i c i . ( ~ + ^ (A-31)

where wi are the Newton-Cotes integration weights (calculated up to N = 20 by the

author).

Bentonite-water interface (Eqns. (A. 19) and (A.20)):

(A.32)

MjT= 3
K ;=o

The set of non-linear algebraic equations arising from the DE (Eqn. (A.23)), boundary
conditions (Eqns. (A.28-30)) and mass balance constraints (Eqns. (A.31) or (A.32-
33)) are to be solved iteratively using the MSL MATH/LIBRARY® routine
DNEQBF, which is seamlessly integrated into the MS-FP compiler.

f Also known as Bode's rule (Abramowitz and Stegun, 1970), which is exact for polynomials of degree
N.
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2 TRANSPORT

As a first approximation we assume that the advective component of the flux in Eqn.
(11) is negligibly small so we can drop it. This simplifies the solution procedure
considerably since we need not solve for the fluid velocity, v, from the Navier-Stokes
equation, Eqn. (15). For the axial co-ordinate we employ a transformation which maps

the computational domain (x e [0,1]) onto a physical one (x e [0, Ls]) with enhanced

resolution near its ends

2 2 l { (P + l ) / ( P l ) }

where the stretching parameter P determines the extent of refining near JC = 0 and

x = Ls (Ls is the sample length). For $—> 1 + , very high resolution near the ends is

achieved. The spatial derivatives in Eqn. (12) for the transformed domain are obtained

by applying the chain rule of differentiation to yield — = — \ — z = x'—z
ox \dx Jox ox

a2 8 a2

— j = x" Yx'2—j. To account for the irregular pore geometry, we have to
ox ox ox
introduce a quantity called tortuosity, T, defined as

(A.35)
dX T

where X (e [0, L]) is the actual capillary co-ordinate (L being the length of a pore).

Eqn. (A.35) also implies the more familiar form for the tortuosity, T = L/Ls.

We feel that it is not necessary to introduce the discretization for the transport part of
the model. We merely state that it is much more straightforward to realize than that of
the equilibration part, the very kernel of the model, introduced in the previous chapter.
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